The Gaia Focal Plain
•The ASTRO Instrument -Includes 62 AF CCDs + 14 SM. -The 2 FOV are combined onto the AF. -CCDs used TDI mode, synchronized to the scanning motion of Gaia. -Stars entering the FOV pass across the SM CCDs, where each object is detected. -The object's position and brightness are processed on board in real-time to define a windowed region around it to be read by subsequent CCDs. -A CCD has 4500x1966 pixels, each 30x10μm -ASTRO ~ 62x4500x1966 = 548,514,000 pixels.
•The photometer uses low dispersion optics: one for short wavelengths (BP: 320-660nm) and one for long wavelengths (RP: 650-1000nm).
•The RVS is a near-IR, medium resolution, integral-field spectrograph.
-Wavelength range 847 -874 nm -Resolution (R = λ/Δλ)~ 11 500 Gaia Data reduction involves processing newly arrived TM and auxiliary data by:
• reformatting data objects for permanent storage in a raw data base • match objects with sources already in the database, or creating new source objects
• start processing the data
Main Blocks
• IDT runs daily, on 10s of GB of TM, applies basic corrections such as field flattening, bias corrections, etc., to prepare for FL and AGIS
• FL monitors the quality of science data and does a great circle solution known as a ODAS followed by an evaluation of the results in the DFL
• In IDU the processing of the observations is repeated each six months as better source and calibration parameters are available.
• AGIS is the subject of this talk 
AGIS: Overview
• AGIS is the core astrometric processing of raw Gaia data, in which several processes are executed cyclically until convergence.
-Source Update -determines the astrometric parameters of each source (~10 8 sources)
-Attitude Update -determines the celestial orientation of the instrument axis (~10 8 coefficients over 5 years)
-Calibration Update -determines the instrument calibrations (~10 6 unknowns)
-Global Update -determines any model parameters that are constant throughout the mission (a few)
• A direct solution taking the dependencies directly into account seems to be impractical by many orders of magnitude
• After convergence, the solution refers to an internally consistent celestial reference frame, but does not coincide with ICRS.
• A subset of primary stars and quasars (known in ICRS) is used to determine the rotation and orientation parameters and the cosmological acceleration of the solar system.
• The solution is then transformed into ICRS using a uniform rotation. • Solve relative to a low precision or previous AGIS solution
• Updating is based on ~800 astrometric measurements per object -Normally, AF1-9 centroid AL scan transits are use -Sky Mapper AC scan positions are also used to improve x and y errors but are less accurate -We expect to solve for ~10 8 core source objects, i.e., 10% of the total • The solution is found for each astrometric source using a robust Cholesky algorithm
• The solution must be iterated for the outliers to receive their proper weight (DW reused later)
• AGIS is adaptive (i.e., it automatically adjusts the standard errors based on the actual residuals)
• Typically, we update 5 of 6 astrometric parameters using a weighted least squares solution
AGIS: Attitude Update
The attitude specifies the celestial orientation of the instrument axes in the SRS as a function of time.
We model the attitude using unit quaternions, which are compact and avoid using trigonometric functions in Euler angles.
q(t) can be regarded as four vectors with special rules of multiplication.
q(t) is modeled by a cubic spline, expressed as a sum of B-splines:
where the B-splines, B j (t), are uniquely defined on a knot sequence t k and are made from piecewise polynomial fits to the initial onboard attitude
The coefficients b ij are the attitude parameters to be estimated by weighted least squares fitting.
The solution is obtained with a robust Cholesky factorization
Future Developments for Attitude Update
• Assessment of high frequency thruster noise from reaction control system
• Handling of micro-meteoroid impacts which cause a change in the angular velocity of Gaia. Insert multiple knots at the impact time.
• Weight equalization of observations between 2 FoV's. Achieved using an evenly distributed subset of observations or by down-weighting the observations in the dominant field. A block-iterative solution, similar to AGIS, is used -so one parameter is estimated while ignoring the errors in others.
Iteration is via the outer AGIS loop.
Along scan
Across scan
• Develop a Generic Calibration Model using general analytical calibrations functions whose exact form is specified at runtime via a configuration file. Take into account interdependencies between each parameter (~1 million).
• Make Global Update just another calibration parameter
AGIS: Global Update
The PPN formalism is a tool to compare GR in the limit of weak gravitational fields and slow speeds.
The 1 st of 9 parameters is γ which determines how much space curvature is produced by unit rest mass.
Gaia appears capable of measuring departures from the GR value (γ = 1) of the order of a few parts in 10 -7 .
Scalar-tensor cosmological models predict for γ a deviation from the GR between 10 -5 and 10 -7 .
Gaia will detect light bending by the Sun and major planets.
At right angles to the Sun the bending is ~4000 μas, while for a ray grazing Jupiter it is ~16000 μas.
Combining millions of measurements will map these effects to unprecedented accuracy.
Analyzing the residuals in instrument angles with respect to the global parameter PPN-γ :
The sky charts show results from recent AGIS runs using simulated data for 10 6 stars.
Initial errors of up to 0.1" (top) were brought down to the 10 μas level after 48 AGIS iterations (bottom left and right). The errors will decrease with further iterations -plots are not representative of expected final results.
The remaining error patterns are associated with eigenvectors of the iteration matrix and will largely disappear with further iterations. This property can be used to improve the convergence rate of AGIS by predicting the update in the next iteration and applying it in advance.
•
The work is a collaboration between Lund Observatory and ESAC within the CU3 unit of DPAC.
• Currently, working versions for each of the four AGIS blocks are implemented.
• Further development of AGIS continues in cycles of six months.
• Our current simulations are done using a Galaxy model containing about 1 million sources.
• Optimization of algorithms, code and hardware has resulted in a factor of 3 performance improvement in the last cycle.
• We will upgrade our simulations to use 2-6 million sources soon, including more realistic observational effects.
• The operational aim is to solve for 100 million sources.
• Further optimizations and model improvements are under development.
Conclusions

